
Two-Screen 10-25" Desk Monitor TV Plasma LED LCD Work Mount

RRP: $154.95

The Plasma/LED/LCD Two-Screen Desk Mount gives you nearly unlimited

viewing options for not one but two flatscreen televisions or computer

monitors, at home or at the office. It's easy to assemble and mount, and

it's got the durability and smart features you deserve.

 

This sturdy mount is built to VESA standards of 100x100mm, meaning it

will fit the majority of televisions and computer screens from 10 to 25

inches (25 to 64cm) with a maximum loading weight of 10kg (22lbs) for

each screen.

Almost any way you want to view, this mount has you covered. And with

plates for two screens, it's twice the viewing power! The mount attaches

to the edge of most any desk with a simple screw plate. From there, two

fully-articulated arms allow you to position the screens at heights of

anywhere from 220 to 368mm. The arms swivel a full 360 degrees, and the

mounting plates tilt both upwards and downwards up to 15 degrees each,

which is great for customising your viewing experience and reducing

unwanted glare.

All screws and bolts you need (that will fit the majority of screens) are also

included along with full, easy-to-follow mounting instructions.

If you've got a desk, you've got nearly unlimited viewing options for two

screens. Purchase your own Plasma/LED/LCD Two-Screen Desk Mount

today.

Features of the Plasma/LED/LCD Two-Screen Desk Mount — 10-25" (25-

64cm):

 

*Desk mount for two televisions/monitors from 10-25" (25-64cm)

*Up/down vertical tilt of +/- 15 degrees

*Swivel of 360°

*Maximum weight capacity (each screen): 10kg (22lbs)

*VESA standard of 100mm (width) x 100mm (height)

*Height adjustable from 220 to 368mm

*Mounting hardware and easy-to-follow mounting instructions included

Attributes:Attributes:

Size: 10-25"
Colour: Black
Shape: Two-Screen
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